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This paper presents the performance of a three-phase current source inverter
(CSI) in island mode voltage-controlled operation. Simple converter
structure, low switching count and inherent boosting capability among the
features offered by CSI. However, less investigation has been done with
regards to the performance of CSI especially on its control system for island
and grid-connected photovoltaic system. Thus, this study aims to investigate
the suitability of proportional-integral (PI) and proportional-resonant (PR)
control including their dynamic equations and state-space modeling. The
results show that both controllers able to perform satisfactory in achieving
zero steady-state error and balanced sinusoidal output voltage and current. PI
control is superior in fast response time and excellent harmonic rejection than
inverter using PR control PR control on the other hand, able to give more
robust performance during imbalance occur than PI control due to individual
control of the phases. This study may becomes one of the references with
regard to current source inverter for early career researchers. as All results
presented in this paper are verified with varying operational parameters in
MATLAB/ SIMULINK platform.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
The development of distributed generation based renewable energy system has an important role in
long-term environmental targets. The main target of such system are to increase the network connection
capacity by allowing more consumers and producer customers connections without creating new
reinforcement costs, to enhance the reliability of the system and to improve the overall supply quality with
modern voltage control. There are two major application modes that can be beneficial when using distributed
generation system based renewable energy sources which are island and grid connected modes [1, 2]. In the
island mode of operation, the unit operates as an independent voltage source, without connection to the utility
grid. Since this system is the source of power, it must be able to specify and control the voltage and
frequency of its output. The dedicated control system in this mode must provide sufficient active and reactive
power to match the connected loads whilst delivering output voltage with high power quality [19-22]. The
grid is an integrated network of generation, high-voltage transmission, substations and local distribution. Grid
connected modes is designed to operate in parallel with the utility grid and features several functionality such
as active and reactive power control with sufficient output current quality, good parallel load sharing and
establishment of frequency and voltage levels [1, 2, 6, 15, 28].
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Power electronic inverters play important role in the integration of distributed generation based
renewable energy sources with the loads and the utility network. Among two basic inverter technologies
available, the current source inverter (CSI) is perceived to be suitable for grid integration of multi-megawatt
wind turbines and photovoltaic systems as compared to voltage source inverter [1, 3-9]. For example, the CSI
provides a simple topological solution and satisfactory performance in grid mode, giving sinusoidal current,
fully controlled power factor, and natural protection against dc side short-circuit faults [15-20]. Current
source inverter is proven to be the key player in high power, medium voltage ac drives systems with ac
voltages of 2.3kV to 13.8kV [2, 3, 14]. It is estimated that a minimum of 700 units of large CSI-fed drives are
annually produced worldwide [4, 10, 12]. The features of a simple converter structure, low switch count, low
dv/dt and reliable over-current/short circuit protection make the CSI competitive compared to the voltage
source inverter (VSI) and the multilevel inverter [5-7].
There are various control techniques can be used to control the magnitude of the output voltage and
current in islanded mode namely proportional-integral (PI) control in dq-frame [8, 9, 13, 15, 22, 25, 27],
proportional-resonant (PR) control in phase variable [17, 18, 20], hysteresis voltage control, adaptive voltage
control and predictive voltage control [5, 7, 11]. Among all, PI control in dq-frame and PR control in phase
variable are commonly used to control the magnitude and harmonic content of the output voltage due to their
flexibility in control, superior harmonic rejection, faster response and work well in distorted or unbalanced
load conditions [9, 15, 19]. Thus, the aim of this paper is to perform the analysis of state-space model for
voltage control using PI and PR control techniques and their steady-state performances. SPWM is used as the
modulator for both techniques. The contents of this paper are organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
topology of three-phase CSI and dynamic equations related to PI and PR control techniques in islanded
operation. Section 3 present the analysis of closed-loop validation of CSI in island and grid mode and finally,
the conclusion in Section 4.

2.

TOPOLOGY OF THREE-PHASE CURRENT SOURCE INVERTER AND VOLTAGECONTROLLED SYSTEM IN ISLAND MODE
The three-phase CSI has six self-commutated unidirectional switches. The switches experience
bipolar voltage stresses, with a maximum peak voltage equal to that of the ac output voltage. Due to the low
reverse voltage blocking capability of the IGBT, diodes are connected in-series with the switches. The energy
storage component at the dc-side is an inductor. The filter capacitor at the inverter output is used to attenuate
high frequency harmonics associated with the modulation switching frequency [8, 12, 19]. The CSI in
Figure 1 generates three-level current output levels ±Idc and 0. In each instant, one switch from the upper
group (S1, S3 and S5) and one from the lower group (S4, S6 and S2) must be on. A zero current level at the
output is achieved by turning on both switching devices in the phase leg. The three-phase CSI does not
contain even harmonics at the dc side or 3rd harmonics at the ac side of the system [24].
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Figure 1. Circuit diagram of CSI in island mode

In an islanded mode of operation, CSI behaves as a static synchronous generator that sets the ac
frequency and gradually build-up its output voltage from 0 to rated voltage. It then establishes a stiff ac bus,
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where the loads are connected. During operation in island, the CSI is controlled in a voltage mode where it
sets the ac voltage [11, 14].Voltage control in island mode controls both the frequency and the quality of
output voltage supplied to the load [22, 25]. Proportional-resonant in abc frame and proportional integral
control in synchronous d-q frame are considered in this paper. The modulation technique used to generate the
gating pulses for the CSI is sinusoidal pulse-width-modulation (SPWM).
2.1. Proportional-Integral Control in the ABC Frame
From
Figure 1, the dynamic equations that describe the CSI in the abc frame for island mode of operation
are:
dvabco iabci  iabco

dt
Cf

(1)

vabco  Riabco

(2)

u  iabci  iabco

(3)

Let,

where vabco, iabci and iabco represent the output voltages, inverter currents and load currents
respectively, while Cf and R are the filter capacitance and the load resistance.

Figure 2. Control diagram of PR voltage controller for current source inverter
illustrates a proportional-resonant controller in the abc frame that is used to control the output
voltage. The controlled variables are independent between phases, hence this controller can be applied to
single and three phase systems. The PR controller transfer function in (4) is discretized using a forward Euler
method for DSP implementation.





y  k p e   ki e   o2 zdt dt

(4)

From (1) and (3), whilst including the output voltage error into the PR controller, u is obtained
from (4):





*
*
u  k pv  vabco
 vabco    kiv  vabco
 vabco    o2 zv dt dt

(5)

Substituting (5) into (1)
*
dvabco k pv vabco k pv vabco zv



dt
Cf
Cf
Cf

(6)

Where the derivatives of zv and wv are

dzv
*
 kiv  vabco
 vabco   wv
dt

(7)

dwv
 o2 zv
dt

(8)
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From (6), (7) and (8), the state space model of the voltage loop controller can be written in the form:
 Ax  t   Bu  t 
 k pv

vabco   C f
d 

zv    kiv

dt 
 wv   0



1
Cf
0
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0
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Figure 2. Control diagram of PR voltage controller for current source inverter

2.2. Proportional-Integral (PI) Controller in Island Mode
The output voltage regulator is a PI controller in the synchronous rotating frame. The three-phase ac
quantities are transformed into dc components in the dq-reference frame to eliminate steady-state error. This
control system is illustrated in
Figure 3. CSI control system in island mode using PI control in dq-frame
. The stability is improved at the expense of response time and harmonic rejection. Referring to
Figure 1, the dynamic equations in the dq-reference frame are:
dvodq
dt



1
iidq  iodq
Cf 

C f voqd 
(10)

To facilitate voltage regulator design, let.
udq 

1
 iidq  iodq
Cf

C f voqd 
(11)

The variables ud and uq can be obtained from the proportional-integral (PI) controller as follows:
*
udq  k p  vodq
 vodq   ki

 v

*
odq

 vodq dt

(12)

where kp and ki are the proportional and integral gains of the voltage regulator in the d and
q channels.
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Replacing the integral parts in (12) with yd and yq, and substituting the resultant expression
(10), gives:
dvodq
dt

dydq
dt



1
*
 k pq vodq
 k pq vodq  ydq 
Cf

(13)

*
 ki  vodq
 vodq 

(14)

Differential (13) to (14) can be re-arranged in state space form,
 kp

vod   C f
 
d  y d    ki

dt voq  
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 0
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Figure 3. CSI control system in island mode using PI control in dq-frame
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3.

CLOSED-LOOP VALIDATION OF CURRENT SOURCE INVERTER IN ISLAND
OPERATION
PR control in the abc and PI control in the dq-frame for operation of a CSI in island mode are
considered in simulation analysis using MATLAB/Simulink platform. The parameters used for simulation
results are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters used in Simulation Verification
Parameters
DC-link current (Idc)
AC phase voltage (Vo)
Nominal frequency (fo)
Switching frequency (fsw)
Capacitor filter (Cf)
Inductor filter (Lf)
Load (R)

Values
8A
90V
50Hz
2.1kHz
70µF
3mH
22Ω

Figure 4 and 5 illustrate the output waveforms when PR controller in the abc frame and PI controller
in the dq-frame are used to supply active and reactive power for a balanced load, respectively. A step change
is applied to see the ability of the measured output voltages to track the references as shown in Figure 4(a)
and 5(a) while Figure 4(b) and 5(b) display the output active and reactive powers. Figure 4(a) and 5(a) show
the measured phase voltages able to track the references successfully although with a step change
from 0 to 90V.
Figure 4(b) and 6(b) show that the active power produced by the inverter using PR control is slight
higher which is nearly to 530W as compared to 520W for PI control. The balanced output voltages and
currents of both controllers are shown in Figure 4 and 5(c) to (d) respectively. Both controllers achieved
almost similar phase voltage and current of 90V and 4A respectively. It clearly sees from the simulation
results, both controllers achieve nearly zero steady-state error and obtain balanced, sinusoidal voltages and
currents for a resistive load. It can see clearly that the quality of output voltage and current using PI control is
cleaner and smoother as compared to PR control. This indicates that PI control has lower total harmonic
distortion (THD) than PR control which is advantageous feature of PI control. Figure 5(e) shows that both
controllers also achieved almost similar modulation index of 0.8.
From these results, it shows that both controllers display fast response with regard to the step change
of reference and provide good quality of output voltage and current with minimal harmonic contents. Another
promising feature of PR control is since all three phases using PR control are controlled independently,
unlike with synchronous dq-frame control, PR is expected to give more robust performance for both balanced
and unbalanced loads.

(a) Output voltages with their respective references

(b) Active and reactive power
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(c) Output voltage

(d) Load current

Figure 4. Simulation results illustrating a three-phase CSI in island mode using PR voltage-control in the
abc frame

(a) dq-voltages with their references

(b) Active and reactive power

(c) Three phase output voltage

(d) Three phase load current

(e) Modulation index
Figure 5. Simulation results illustrating the three-phase CSI in island mode using dq-frame PI
voltage-control

4.

CONCLUSION
The performance of three-phase current source inverter with closed-loop control system in island
operation has been tested and analyzed in MATLAB/SIMULINK platform. Simulation results in island
operation show that CSI using PI and PR controllers achieve nearly zero steady-state error and balanced
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sinusoidal outputs. PI control produces a cleaner and smoother quality of output voltage and current as
compared to PR control. This is one of advantageous feature of PI control in providing superior harmonic
elimination in steady-state performance. On the other hand, since all the three phases are controlled
independently, PR control is expected to give more robust performance for unbalanced loads compared to PI
synchronous dq-frame control. The option of CSI with suitable control system in island operation may
provide a competitive and viable alternative compared to conventional VSI system.
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